Publication Reference Types

A. JOURNAL ARTICLE
   A1. Refereed article in a scholarly journal
   A2. Non refereed article in a scholarly journal
   A3. Non refereed article in a professional journal
   A4. Letter or note
   A5. Other refereed contribution to a scholarly journal
   A6. Edited journal

B. BOOK
   B1. Authored - research
   B2. Authored - other
   B3. Edited
   B4. Revision, new edition

C. CHAPTER IN BOOK
   C1. Chapter in a Book – research
   C2. Chapter in a Book – other

D. REVIEW
   D1. A substantial review of an entire field of study
   D2. A review of several works
   D3. A review of a single work
   D4. Any other published review

E. WORKING MODEL/TECHNICAL DRAWING
   E1. Working Model
   E2. Technical Drawing

F. CONFERENCE PUBLICATION
   F1. Full written paper - refereed
   F2. Full written paper - non refereed
   F3. Extract of paper
   F4. Edited volume of conference proceedings
   F5. Invitation to chair major international conference
   F6. Invitation to chair major national conference

G. DESIGNS
   G1. Refereed Designs
   G2. Other Designs

H. COMPUTER SOFTWARE
   H1. VAX/VMS
   H2. Workstation; Sun, Silicon Graphics, IBM, DEC
   H3. Personal computer; IBM or compatible
   H4. Personal computer; Macintosh
   H5. Other

I. CONTRACT REPORT AND CONSULTANT'S REPORT
   I1. Contract Report
   I2. Consultants Report

J. PATENT
   J1. Patent
   J2. Application for Patent

K. MAJOR CREATIVE WORK
   K1. Published Work
   K2. Recorded Work
   K3. Curated Exhibition
   K4. Other Exhibition
   K5. Performance
   K6. Broadcast

L. OTHER CREATIVE WORK
   L1. Minor Written or Recorded Work
   L2. Catalogue
   L3. Representation of Original Art
   L4. Acquisition

M. THESES ACCEPTED FOR HIGHER DEGREE
   M1. Masters Degree by research
   M2. Masters Degree by courseware
   M3. Doctor of Philosophy
   M4. Higher Doctorate
   M5. Professional Doctorate

N. ENTRY
   In a dictionary, encyclopaedia, or the like

O. OTHER PUBLIC OUTPUT
   O1. Newspaper article
   O2. Magazine article
   O3. Media interview
   O4. Internal newsletter
   O5. Report of restricted access
   O6. Awards and other recognition of the quality of research output.
   O7. Research Report – commissioned by Government or Industry